
 

10:00am - 10:45am ET
Soil as a Water Solution

Presenter: Finian Makepeace, co-founder of Kiss the Ground
Soil across the world is broken and therefore not functioning well. 75 % of land is deemed “degraded”.

Regeneration means bringing something back to its original or highest functioning state. Soil evolved to hold
water, it is designed just like a sponge. Broken soil means the sponge doesn’t work. We can Rebuild the sponge by

using regenerative agriculture to rebuild healthy soil. Healthy soil = Functioning small water cycle slabs
replenished fresh water supplies

 

 

11:00am - 11:45am ET
UK-Water Catchments as a Solution to both Drought and Flooding

Presenter: Minni Jain, Operations Director of the Flow Partnership
 

How do you regenerate a river and transform a landscape? Can rural communities teach the world how to become water rich again?
Water renews not only the physical landscape. The agricultural, ecological and spiritual, social and cultural landscapes- all get

transformed through these community practices to revive rivers. And with water helping villages to become self sufficient in food,
we see a reverse migration from cities to villages. Minni will share stories and practical wisdom of successful landscape rejuvenation

from the field.
 

 

10:45am - 11:00am ET
Morning Break
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9:00am - 9:15am ET
Welcome & Celebration of Local Waters with Hope Taft from Wild and Scenic Rivers

 

9:15am - 10:00am ET
Stewardship of the Great Miami River Watershed

Presenter: Dr. Sarah Hippensteel-Hall
 

Hear how the Miami Conservancy District (MCD), a 107-year old regional watershed agency, supports stewardship of the Great
Miami River Watershed’s water resources. MCD collaborates with elected officials and community leaders, providing them with
valued insight to support the region’s overall health, vitality and growth. MCD leads with research and insight, enabling people

living and working within the Great Miami River Watershed to make safe, sustainable choices that reduce the impact on our water. 
 

 

11:45am - 12:30pm ET
Stress Points in Agriculture Panel

Panelists:  Eric Fuchs, Minni Jain, and Dr. Sarah Hippensteel Hall
Moderator: Susan Jennings, Exec. Director of Agraria Center for Regenerative Practice

Farm
Conventional agriculture is poorly prepared to deal with climate change-related droughts and flooding.  
Runoff, contaminated with fertilizers and pesticides, further degrades the soil left behind, and harms local
waterways. Regenerative agriculture offers farmers another path that addresses those problems, and offers

economic advantages as well.



 

1:00pm - 2:00pm ET
Understanding the True Nature of Water Can Unlock a Reciprocal Stewardship

Presenter: Isabel Friend
 

By partnering with the liquid source of life, we can not only reverse climate change, revolutionize agriculture, and live
regeneratively, we can also align with the very principles of life itself that allow us to experience both personal and collective

harmony. We call our internal circulation "blood" and we call our external circulation "water" ~ when we understand that
they are one and the same, we can begin to commune and collaborate with watersheds in profound ways that open new

worlds of possibility.
 
  

2:00pm - 2:15pm ET
Afternoon Break

 

2:15pm - 2:45pm ET
Each Of Us Is A River
Presenter: Basia Irland

 
In this presentation, Basia Irland will discuss some of her international water projects. “Ice Receding/Books Reseeding”

emphasizes the necessity of communal effort, scientific knowledge, and artistic expression to deal with the complex issues of
climate disruption and watershed restoration by releasing seed-laden ephemeral ice sculptures into rivers. She works with

stream ecologists and botanists to ascertain the best native seeds for each riparian zone. With the help of local communities,
the Ice Books are launched into the water. As they float downstream the seeds are released and begin to plant themselves along

the banks of the river.
 

 

Spiritual/Cultural/Artistic
Throughout human history water has always played a central role in religion and the arts. 

Yet for many of us the presumed privilege of easy access to water has been upended by drought, extreme weather
events, and contaminants. Artists and healers strengthen our connection with the ancient waters that surround us.
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2:45pm - 3:15pm ET
Tugging Water

Presenters:  Amber Hasan & Shea Cobb (The Sister Tour)
 

The sister tour was birthed out of distress and the need to walk together toward free thinking and clean water. Journey with
Amber and Shea through Flint as they highlight ways to use soft power as a tool to merge art and activisim in order to achieve

sustainable goals, and learn what life is like navigating contaminated waters to discover atomspheric solutions.
 
 

3:15pm - 4:00pm ET
Closing Reflections

 
 


